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Plasma regions around Mars from MGS mission

Is the upper ionosphere at rest or moved
by the induced magnetic field?

Crider et al.,JGR 2003
Nagy et al.,SSR 2004
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Typical ASPERA observations
when crossing terminator

Lundin etal. GRL 2008

Problem: ASPERA observes ions <50eV only in narrow 4deg plane, density only partial.
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Flux and escape estimates

Escape rate 0.15-0.45 RM
downstream of terminator:
3.7 10^24 ions/s
Lundin etal. GRL 2008
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UNEXPECTED BENEFIT FROM MARSIS EXPERIMENT:
absolute determination of ion density and magnetic field
whenever density > 20/cc

Gurnett et al. Science 2005

Detailed study of Boundary Structure
using ASPERA-3 and MARSIS
(Dubinin et al.JGR, 2008)_
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Combined ASPERA3 and MARSIS observations
in terminator plane

= IMA plane vector
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Combining electron, ion and MARSIS observations

Photoelectrons
Thermal Ions
raised by
SC potential

Factor 100
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IMA Energy/Mass Matrices for 200711-26 06:20-06:30

Observed ions are >90% O+ with some traces of O++, He+, He++
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Individual Ion distribution functions corrected for SC potential

low E fit

high E fit

Temperature : 0.15-0.30 eV
PartialDensity : 16-29 /cm^3
Mean Energy : 3.0-3.8 eV
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Calculation of total density from partial 2D measurement
Maxwell distributions in plasma and IMA frame:
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One can show that in this case:
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The angle between Vo and Vm then is given by:

Application to observations 26 Nov 2007 06:20-06:30

Observed O+ distribution data corrected for a Scpotential of

Results in angular offset and bulk energy of plasma:

Aberration by SC ram velocity:

Here the angle between SC ram vector and IMA plane is > 85deg, the zenith angle is 85deg.
The observed angular offset can well be explained by ram velocity aberration, if
plasma bulk flow is:
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Ionospheric Escape Flux

We observe O+ densities of 2000±200/cm^3 and a bulk speed of 6±1km/s
corresponding to a flux of 1.2 10^9/cm^2s over the altitude range 270-370km.
If we assume that this flux is constant over a 100km shell around the terminator
we get a lower limit for the ionospheric escape flux of 2.8±0.4 10^24/s.
This agrees well with the value observed for heavy ions downstream of the
terminator: 3.7 10^24/cm^s (Lundin et al. 2008).
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Conclusions

•
•
•

In the upper ionospheres of Mars and Venus Langmuir probe measurements have shown that
plasma densities at the ionopause are >1000/cm^3 and temperature is < 1eV.
Particle sensors usually can not observe plasma with temperature < 1eV.
For some orbits in Nov 2007 we have the fortunate situation at Mars Express that:







Plasma distribution is lifted by negative SC potential into measurement range
SC potential can be determined by ELS sensor
Absolute plasma density can be observed by MARSIS sensor
IMA plane of observation is within 5deg of sunward direction at the terminator plane
IMA observes pure O+ distribution with well defined temperature of 0.2eV

•

This allows for the first time to explain the partial plasma density observed by particle sensors by an
angular offset of a Maxwellian plasma distribution
The offset from antisunward direction can be explained by the aberration caused by the SC ram
velocity if the plasma bulk flow at the terminator is 6km/s and has temperature of 0.2eV.
We think this is the first time that we can consistently observe plasma density, temperature and bulk
velocity in the upper ionosphere of Mars
It confirms that at the terminator region the upper ionosphere is moving at super-alfvenic speed
causing an O+ escape of >2 10^24/cm^2s.

•
•
•

•

For Venus we are lacking an absolute determination of plasma density but can infer ionospheric
motion by the same method as above.
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VEX IMA Obscuration
(Markus Fränz, 18 Aug 2008)



All data in this study cover the period 2006-05-15 to 2007-12-31, 8/16-theta-sector-modes



All plots have the form: hor.axis: IMA azimuthal sector (anode),vert. axis: polar sector (theta)



Color coded are total counts (left) and counts relative to maximum for each record (right)



White numbers indicate Fedorov obscuration matrix

−

VEX IMA all mass rings and energies without noise reduction

VEX IMA H+ 300-4000eV noise reduced, weak (R1)

VEX IMA O+ 10-100eV
noise reduced, weak (R1)

noise reduced, strong (R5)

VEX IMA O+ 10-100eV noise reduced, strong (R5)
Tail observations (X<-1.0R_V)

Deep Shadow observations (X<0.0R_V, R<0.9 R_V)

Comparing with S/C ram direction
Same O+ data as before binned by angle in the ASI system: x=-Xs,y=-Zs,z=-Ys

S/C Ram velocity direction below 600km altitude in the ASI system

Preliminary Conclusions


Obscuration by spacecraft body is well visible in total count plots



In addition anode 1 seems to be severely obscured by Sun Sensor



Anodes 13 and 14 are obscured by solar panel





Anode 15 shows much enhanced intensity – especially in relative intensity
(probably electronic problem?)
O+ observations probably dominated by S/C ram velocity direction,
but ram velocity probability peak at -Xs not visible in data.
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Figure 1: Geometry of distribution relativ to IMA frame.

We assume that
1. there is only one ion species (O+ )
2. Maxwell distributed with one temperature vt and total density n0 in plasma
frame, moving at velocity v0 relative to IMA frame.
3. in IMA frame we observe partial density np , mean velocity vm and temperature vp defined by direction of maximum phase space density.
This results in phase space density relations in rest frame and IMA frame as:
f0 =

n0 −( vv )2
e t
π 3/2 vt 3

fp =

m 2
np
−( v−v
vp )
e
π 3/2 vp 3

(1)

It can easily be shown that the phase space density is Maxwell-distributed in
a planar cut through a Maxwell-distributed 3D distribution: if we rotate the
coordinate frame such that the X-axis goes from SC rest frame into the direction
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of maximum observed phase space distribution and the Z-axis is perpendicular
to the observation plane the 3D phase space density relation is given by:
m )2 −( vy )2 −( vz −vr )2
n0 −( vx −v
v
t
f0 = 3/2 3 e
e v t e vt
π vt

(2)

The plane of observation is defined by vz = 0. If we take a cut through the
observation plane along the X-axis, we obtain as distribution function along the
cut:
vx −vm 2
vr 2
n0
(3)
f0 (vx ) = 3/2 3 e−( vt ) e−( vt )
π vt
From this equation it becomes already clear that in the plane of observation the
true isotropic temperature vt is observed. This can also be shown by assuming a
different observed temperature as in eqn.1: At the point of maximum observed
phase space density we get:
fp (vm ) =

np
. f (v ) = n0 e−( vvrt )2
=
0 r
π 3/2 vp 3
π 3/2 vt 3

(4)

2
where v02 = vm
+ vr2 (see graph).

At the point vm + vp in the IMA plane of measurement the relation holds:
2

2

np
n0 −( vpv+v2 r )
−1 .
t
fp (vm + vp ) = 3/2 3 e = f0 (v2 ) = 3/2 3 e
π vp
π vt

(5)

using v22 = vp2 + vr2 (see graph).
Using eqn.4 we get:
2

np −1 np − vvp2
e = 3e t
vp3
vp

(6)

from which we get vp = vt , that is temperature measured in IMA plane is true
plasma temperature.
Putting vp = vt into eqn. 4 we get
2

v
− r2
np
vt
=e
n0

(7)

which agrees with the result from eqn. 3. Using the angular offset α between
the center of the plasma distribution and the IMA plane as tan α = vvmr we get
vt2
n0
Et
n0
tan α = 2 alog( ) =
alog( )
vm
np
Em
np
2

(8)
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Case Study

On the MEX orbit 26 Nov 2006 06:20-06:30 we observe values corrected for
SC potential of −9 ± 1V as
Et = 0.20±0.05eV Em = 4.0±1.0eV n0 = 2000±200cm−3

np = 20±2cm−3
(9)

This results in α = 25 ± 7◦ and E0 = 4.4 ± 1.1eV.
On the other hand SC ram velocity is vs = 4.5km/s = 1.7eV
perpendicular
q
to sunward direction, resulting in an aberration sin β = 1.7/(4.4 ± 1.1) or
β = 38 ± 6◦ . The ram velocity vector at this time interval is within 5◦ within
the direction perpendicular to the IMA plane. If we assume that at a zenith
angle of 85◦ plasma flow is only 5◦ off the antisunward direction, the observed
aberration can be explained well by the SC ram velocity if plasma bulk flow is
4 ± 1eV or 6 ± 1km/s.
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Atmospheric Escape

In the time interval 26 Nov 2006 06:20-06:30 we continuously observe an O+
ion density of 2000±200cm−3 and a bulk speed of 6 ± 1km/s. This corresponds
to a flux of 1.2±0.2 · 109 /cm2 s. The altitude range covered by these observations is 270km to 370km. The observations from orbits with similar geometry
suggest that the observed flux seems to be a permanent feature of the terminator
ionosphere in this altitude range - though we can with MEX not determine the
lower limit of the region of plasma motion. If we assume that the observed flux
intensity is the same in a circular shell of 100km thickness around the terminator we can use the shell cross section S = 2.3 · 1016 cm2 to arrive at an escape
flux Fesc = 2.8 ± 0.4 · 1024 /cm2 s through the upper ionosphere. This value
agrees well with the heavy ion escape with energies < 200eV of 3.7 · 1024 /cm2 s
observed by ASPERA-3 downstream of the terminator (Lundin et al. 2008).

